
Top Tech Trends in the Built 
Environment

MAKING BUILDINGS WORK TOGETHER.

Asked about 2021’s top technology trends, it’s 
tempting to join the industry’s mystics, forecasting 
the cloud revolution and innovation to come. 
However, as a small business working at the heart 
of the built environment for over 200 years, DMA 
has far more practical experience to share. 

Having invested over a million in tech development, 
including the appointment of our own CTO in the 
process, I can wholeheartedly say that innovation 
is an energetic, yet messy animal. For tech to 
create true value in the built environment, it has 
to centre on making life easier for the people it 
serves. To drive better outcomes, our industry must 
have the confidence to fully embrace tech. To get 
the entire frontline on board, from the end-user to 
those grafting on the tools, the onus is on us, as 
service providers, to get our own houses in order. 
If we don’t get the basics right with the services we 
already provide, how can we expect our customers 
to recognise the transformational prize that awaits?  

The reality, our industry is fundamentally staid and 
traditional. We have got a lot of things wrong for 
many years, so until we demonstrate some long 
overdue humility to sort out what’s been going 
wrong, we won’t ever move forward. We cannot 
keep doing the same thing yet expect better 
results. There must be rigid process conformance 
alongside the accelerated adoption of technology-

led solutions to rectify those wrongs. Ultimately, 
property professionals are not IT experts, so we 
can’t expect to move forwards without adding the 
specialist tech skills to address the problems that 
have never been tackled before. 

Over the years, the UK has developed some of 
the smartest and most technologically advanced 
buildings in the world. But they’re still serviced 
and occupied by people and that’s where the gap 
lies. Those smart buildings still have engineers 
running around with screwdrivers and spanners 
needing to be directed efficiently and effectively; 
and there’s an awful lot of transactional steps and 
process workflows to make that happen. So, there’s 
potential for a lot of noise when those steps aren’t 
consistently followed, to the letter. 

Backup the basics – tech adoption is built on solid foundations
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In the building maintenance arena, our experience 
confirms the most frequent source of customer 
complaint tends to relate to planning and 
communication; often surrounding whether we have 
mobilised the right people to work on the right things, 
at the right time. There’s a sense of hastily moving 
chess pieces around the board. And, to date, it’s not 
been as strategic a game as it could be. Therefore, 
we’ve focused our investment on re-engineering 
and automating our business processes. Getting 
the basics right is the prerequisite to driving greater 
efficiency and certainty, yet with unrivalled levels of 
customer control and transparency. 

Even in small, yet growing service businesses, it 
doesn’t take long to hit that ceiling where there’s just 
too much going on for humans to handle manually. 
Only technology can provide that scalability and still 
ensure great service delivery. In every part of the 
building maintenance industry this is a thorny issue, 
as the technology to connect the person delivering 
the service with the person enjoying the service is 
in its infancy at best. Right now, there are too many 
unnecessary layers in-between. That’s a long-term 
problem we’re solving. The second focus for DMA is 
to develop technology, or rather the opportunity for 
customers to self-help – to cut out the middleman, 
so to speak, and to enable smart decision making 
and more transparent reporting.

Despite the clarity that we now have in terms of 
trajectory and where DMA is headed, it started with 
the collective vulnerability that we had got things 
wrong in the past; that kept us firmly on course.  Our 
technology journey over the last 20 years has taken 
us up a few blind alleys and around-the-houses, but 
that’s the nature of innovation. If it’s done properly, 
it’s a little chaotic.

Our tech investment decisions must always result in 
better customer service, whilst also making us more 
efficient. We really listened to our customers and 
found the root causes of common snag points, so 
we could permanently fix them. Technology helped 
us to nail the basics in order for us to routinely 
deliver great service. This process will help your 
customers recognise that what you are doing today 
is so much better than what you did yesterday. You 
can’t ‘uberise’ service delivery without sorting out 
your core systems first. Do this and you’ll succeed.

For further information about DMA Group and its 
current projects, please visit www.dma-group.
co.uk.

Automate the routine stuff
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